US-89, Washington Street, Montpelier
Community Design Workshop Open House - Results

A Community Design Open House was held January 17th at City Hall from 4pm to 8pm for the US-89 Washington St. Project in Montpelier. There were approximately 50 attendees. Thirty three comments were received plus 15 comments online.

(A) The idea with most votes is Option A coming in at 15 votes (see below).

(B) The next majority of votes came in at 10 votes to keep the current striping configuration while removing the islands.

(C) There were 7 written comments as well as many verbal comments to remove the bulb outs from the street entirely. This was to help with snow removal, maintenance and ease of parallel parking alongside the road for larger trucks and trailers.
The following were posted on the walls for ideas and to generate thought process on the project:

**Goals:**
- Increase traffic mobility.
- Increase safety.
- Increase roadside parking.

**Requirements:**
- Curb to curb width 67 ft. must be maintained.
- Islands will be removed.

There was also a puzzle that fit the roadway dimensions that we had to stay within allowing individuals to design their own striping plan. Good ideas were generated during that exercise and some individuals striping plans that were designed were submitted by that individual on the comment cards provided.